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Your customer defined KPIs for the SAP Master Data Governance (MDG) processes.The
change requests shall NOT exceed certain duration time limits. Which actions do you
perform?
 
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Set up an edition to control the maximum runtime of a change request 
B. Define thresholds with the generic time management BAdl 
C. Assign a service level agreement (SLA) to the change request type 
D. Define change request priorties,reasons,and rejection reasons 
E. Configure MDG analytical features to monitor the KPIs 
 

Answer: C,D,E

 

 

Your customer wants to filter the SAP Master Data Governance business partner data
before itis replicated to a non-SAP target system. What opt on do you have?
 
Please choose the correct answer.
 
A. Switch on the filter opt on of the Service Mapping Tool (SMT) 
B. Apply the Customer-Vendor-Integration (CVI) filter BAdl 
C. Enhance the SAP Business Workflow (BWF) with a filter step 
D. Define the filters in the Data Replication Framework (DRF). 
 

Answer: D

 

 

You need to create checks in Business Rule Framework plus to implement validation rules
for materials. Which activities do you perform?
 
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Create the CHECK_MATERIAL function. 
B. Enable the material entity in the data model for validation. 
C. Insert a validation rule into the workflow. 
D. Define rule sets and insert required rules. 
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Answer: C,D

 

 

In which SAP Master Data Governance customizing activity can you define the SLAs (days
and hours by priority)?
 
Please choose the correct answer.
 
A. Define Change Request Actions 
B. Configure Properties of Change Request Step 
C. Define Priorities for Change Request 
D. Create Change Request Type 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Where do you configure the link between an SAP standard role and an SAP Master Data
Governance (MDG) UI?
 
Please choose the correct answer.
 
A. SAP MDG data model definition 
B. SAP MDG UI BAdl 
C. Floor plan header data 
D. Application configuration of the role 
 

Answer: D

 

 

In detail in the function: Based on the generated BRF + rules, you use derivatives in MDG
applications to prefix prices based on the current state of Master Data Objects and / or
change request properties. Are. This prediction is made possible by what applications:
 
A. BRF + derivative works 
B. To deal with business deviation, complex deviation and cross-unit derivatives 
C. Reduction of manual correction work due to “First Time Right” data entry 
D. More automation in reconciliation of charts of accounts across multiple ledgers 
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Answer: A,B

 

 

Which of the following are basic principles of the SAP Master Data Governance solution?
 
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Landscape: One central system for all master data domains 
B. Workflow: Standardized but flexible processes including rules management and tracking 
C. Governance: Change requests with built- n approval process 
D. Architecture: Staging area to maintain inactive version of master data 
E. Organization: Central team to ensure process-driven data quality 
 

Answer: A,C,D

 

 

You removed entity types and I or attributes from the governance scope. Which
consequences does this have for these objects?
 
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
 
A. They can be replicated and exported. 
B. They are NOT changeable in a mass change. 
C. They are temporarily removed from the data model. 
D. They are NOT displayed in the UI. 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

What are the features of generic search configuration parameters?
 
A. The Search Criteria and Search Results areas can be configured by creating your own
configuration for the Web Dynpro application USMD_SEARCH. 
B. The Search Control area is included automatically. The visibility of it and its drop-down
lists is controlled by parameterization and configuration. 
C. Overall, three entity types are created. One for the design study name (ZHRCHNAME),
one for the work packages (ZWPHIER), and one for the year (ZYEAR). 
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D. Additional UI elements are available that can be added to the single item maintenance
UI in order to maintain information on higher level nodes and predecessors 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

Which advantage does the rule-based workflow provide compared to the simple workflow?
Please choose the correct answer.
 
A. It can be combined with different workflow templates. 
B. It can be executed faster than the simple workflow. 
C. It works with easily maintainable decision tables and is highly adaptable to customer
needs. 
D. It is pre-configured for dedicated SAP MDG domains and CANNOT be changed. 
 

Answer: C

 

 

In which SAP Master Data Governance customizing act vity can you define the SLAs (days
and hours by priority)?
 
Please choose the correct answer
 
A. Define Priorities for Change Request 
B. Define Change Request Actions 
C. Configure Properties of Change Request Step 
D. Create Change Request Type 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Why is the context based adaptation (CBA) a relevant opt on for a flexible SAP Master
Data Governance UI?
 
Please choose the correct answer.
 
A. It automatically takes data model enhancements into account 
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B. It reduces the number of application configurations 
C. It enables the UI personalization feature 
D. It runs with ABAP and Java Web Dynpro technology 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Your customer has requirements for key mapping beyond the Unified Kep Mapping Service
(UKMS) standard. Which configuration tasks must you perform?
 
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
 
A. Perform additional configuration in the workflow templates after extension for existing or
creation of new business objects 
B. Define key mapping in communication if you work with un harmonized keys in your
system landscape. 
C. Define key mapping when you use Flex Data Models. 
D. Implement additional coding after extending existing or defining new business objects. 
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

What are the configuration options for search providers?
 
A. ES: Provider for Enterprise Search 
B. AD: Provider for address search based on BAS-DES 
C. DB: Provider for database search 
D. The Fuzzy Search Using Addresses link is not available by default in the work center in
SAP Portal or in SAP NetWeaver Business Client. 
E. Free Text: Provider supports free-text search and MDG displays a corresponding field in
the UI 
F. Fuzzy: Provider supports error-tolerant search and MDG display 
 

Answer: A,B,C,E,F
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Which data quality improvement check can you apply for SAP Master Data Governance -
business partner with the integration of SAP and non-SAP external solutions?
 
Please choose the correct answer.
 
A. Duplicate checks with the Customer Vendor Integration (CVI) 
B. Value added tax checks with the Service Mapping Tool (SMT) 
C. Credit-worthiness check (for example via Duns & Bradstreet interface) with the Data
Import Framework (DIF) 
D. Address checks with the Enrichment Framework 
 

Answer: D

 

 

When an entity is checked, the method CHECK_ENTITY is called once for each entity type
of the changed master data. In this method you define all rules for checking the entities in
the data model.
 
When checking a change request, which methods are called consecutively:
 
A. CHECK_CREQUEST_START 
B. CHECK_CREQUEST (once for each entity type of the changed master data in the
change request) 
C. CHECK_CREUQEST_FINAL 
D. None of the above. 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

To determine the status of the change request and the workflow phase, the workflow
process is used in the logic?
 
A. The possible actions in the UI. 
B. The next workflow step. 
C. The next change request status. 
D. None of the above. 
 

Answer: A,B,C
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What are the enhancements to generic single-object processing?
 
A. Personalization features, including layout, defaulting, and more 
B. Uniform assignment block for change request information 
C. Specify the httpurlloc table entries if needed to enable transactions like 
NWBC and SOAMANAGER will be forwarded to the proper link from MDG 
system. 
D. Validity information included, if editions are used 
 

Answer: A,B,D

 

 

When are inactive data sets of the SAP Master Data Governance staging area activated by
default? Please choose the correct answer
 
A. After executing the validations for the master data object successfully 
B. After the final approval of the change request 
C. After the creation of the change request 
D. After saving the master data object in the user interface 
 

Answer: B

 

 

You customize the data model for SAP Master Data Governance. Which entity type
properties can you define?
 
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
 
A. UI configuration for an entity type 
B. Attributes which are part of an entity type 
C. Change request types for the entity type 
D. Relations for entity types 
E. Storage/use type of an entity type 
 

Answer: B,C,E
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As the figure, Duplicate Check – Configuration, shows, in this Customizing activity, you
configure the duplicate check for an entity type. On the basis of a data model (for example
BP or MM) you define which search mode the system must use and which thresholds (in
percentages) are to apply, which of the meets of criteria?
 
A. Records with a matching score lower than the low threshold are not regarded as
duplicates. 
B. Records with a matching score between the defined low and high thresholds are
regarded as potential duplicates. 
C. Records with a matching score higher than the high threshold are not allowed by the
system, because they are regarded as duplicates. 
D. None of the above. 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

What are the elements of a complete UI configuration?
 
A. One FPM application configuration for USMD_OVP_GEN, which can include one FPM 
adaptable OVP configuration for CBA 
B. Supports integration scenarios based on a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
especially 
used WEB-Services, 
C. Integrates into existing integration technologies e.g. Application Link Enabling (ALE) 
especially Intermediated Documents (IDoc). 
D. Allows for an easy “growth path“ from existing technology to SOA because it wraps the 
different communication channels 
 

Answer: A

 

 

What is user and Administration Roles for Configuration in Transaction PFCG?
 
A. SAP_BC_TREX_ADMIN 
B. SAP_ESH_LOCAL_ADMIN 
C. SAP_MDGA_MENU – Master Data Governance: Analytics 
D. None of the above. 
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